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Prime Minister's Diary
Prime Minister Abe speaks at UHC Forum 2017

PRIME MINISTER ABE ATTENDS
UHC FORUM 2017

O

n December 13 and 14, 2017,
an international conference
titled “UHC Forum 2017” was
held in Tokyo, Japan.
This conference, attended by
Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of Japan,
brought together high and senior
level officials from the governments
of various countries, representatives
of international organizations and
experts in one location to actively
discuss on how to promote universal
health coverage (UHC) internationally.
Based on the discussions at the
conference, the “UHC Tokyo Decla-

ration” was adopted as the commitment to accelerate the efforts towards
achieving UHC by 2030 by the coorganizers of the forum.
In the high-level opening session
on December 14, Prime Minister Abe
mentioned that Japan has been taking up health as its priority issue and
keeping its efforts to implement projects towards the achievement of UHC
together with the international community, through opportunities such as
the G7 Ise-Shima Summit and TICAD
VI in 2016. He also emphasized that,
to accelerate the promotion of UHC, it

is crucial to enhance the momentum
at the global level towards UHC, promote coordination among the national
governments and donors at the country level, advance the continuous
monitoring and evaluation, mobilize
resources inside and outside of the
country, and promote innovation.
Building on these perspectives, Prime
Minister Abe further announced that
Japan will provide assistance amounting to approximately 2.9 billion dollars
in the coming years to push forward
the efforts towards UHC by countries
and organizations.

PRIME MINISTER ABE MEETS WITH THE SECRETARYGENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS

O

n December 14, Shinzo
Abe, Prime Minister of
Japan, held a meeting with
H.E. António Manuel de Oliveira
Guterres, Secretary-General of the
United Nations (UN).
The leaders were in full agreement that the denuclearization of
the Korean Peninsula is essential
for peace and stability in the region.
Given North Korea’s ongoing nuclear
and missile development programs,
they shared the view that full implementation of relevant United Nations

Prime Minister Abe shakes hands with the UN
Secretary-General

Security Council (UNSC) resolutions is
necessary, that dialogue for the sake
of dialogue with North Korea is meaningless and that it must be a meaningful one aimed at denuclearization.
Prime Minister Abe expressed his
wish to jointly send a strong message
that will contribute to strengthening
pressure on North Korea at the UNSC
ministerial meeting on December 15,
and the leaders reaffirmed their close
collaboration. Prime Minister Abe
called for understanding and cooperation on the early resolution of the
abductions issue and obtained support from the Secretary-General.
Prime Minister Abe stated on the
UN reform that he supports Secretary-General Guterres’ reform efforts
aimed at creating a UN that can
address present-day challenges even
more effectively, and that Japan will
contribute to those efforts. Prime
Minister Abe also noted that it is vital
to proceed UNSC reform in parallel with UN reform, and expressed

expectations towards Secretary-General Guterres’ leadership.
Prime Minister Abe stated that
Japan is implementing international
cooperation in the main areas of
the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), including health, education,
disaster risk reduction, and women’s
empowerment. The Prime Minister
explained about the establishment
of the SDGs Promotion Headquarters
chaired by himself, and that Japan is
further accelerating its efforts on SDGs
both at home and abroad. SecretaryGeneral Guterres highly valued the
efforts of Japan. Prime Minister Abe
and Secretary-General Guterres agreed
that Japan and the UN will work
together even more closely for the
achievement of the SDGs. Prime Minister Abe remarked that Japan will continue to address the variety of issues
facing the international community in
cooperation with the UN, which plays
a critical role in the peace and prosperity of the international community.

Photographs and texts courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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Sustainable technologies are those
which advance sustainability
measures both by businesses
and consumers aimed at solving
environmental problems including
health, safety and security while
reducing society’s carbon footprint.
Japanese public and private
institutions are pursuing such
technologies in many fields, driven
by a desire not only to achieve the
sustainable development goals
(SDGs) and meet increasingly tough
environmental measures, but also to
create new demand, spur productivity
and thereby foster mid- to long-term
economic growth. Japan’s overarching
goal is to realize “Society 5.0,” in
which challenges are resolved by
incorporating into industry and social
life the various innovations of the
fourth industrial revolution such as
IoT, big data, artificial intelligence
and robots. In this month’s Feature,
we single out a few sustainable
technologies and innovations of the
fourth industrial revolution that
promise significant rewards in the
very near future.
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Mamoru Mohri, a former
astronaut and now Chief
Executive Director of
Miraikan, delivers his
speech at SCWS 2017.

T

he second Science Centre World Summit
(SCWS) was held at the National Museum
of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan) in Tokyo, 15–17 November 2017. SCWS, a
global meeting of professionals of science centers/museums and their partners from around the
world, convenes once every three years. We asked
Mamoru Mohri, Chief Executive Director of Miraikan and Chair of the SCWS 2017 International Program Committee, about the Summit.
Congratulations on your successful hosting of
SCWS 2017. What is the significance and what
were the main themes of SCWS 2017?
Thank you for the congratulations. The success
of SCWS 2017 was due to the three plus years of
effort and time from many people. The significance of holding the Summit was to establish the
role of the science center complete with action
guidelines that are different from the past. Global
issues, such as climate change, energy problems,
infectious diseases, and cyber security threats,
which are all related to science and technology,
are rapidly increasing. To solve these problems,
Photo: Courtesy of the National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation
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Connecting
the World for
a Sustainable
Future
it is essential for ordinary citizens to be more
engaged in science and technology. Many science centers around the world have yet to focus
on these global issues with visitors, with efforts
made to change each individual’s behavior. The
new role of science centers is to contribute to
solving global issues.
The central theme of SCWS 2017 was “Connecting the World for a Sustainable Future.” 828
participants from 98 countries and regions and
of various backgrounds joined the Summit, and
contributed their ideas during the many sessions
of the event. During the Summit, strategies for the
Tokyo Protocol were discussed with the aim to
enhance public engagement and create concrete
action plans on how science centers can collectively meet global issues and the sustainability of
the human species.
What are the significant points of the Tokyo
Protocol?
Viewing our beautiful Earth from space, one can
easily see there are no borders or boundaries, just
our planet with a multitude of life. The sight of

the thin, fragile atmosphere that covers, protects
and allows life impressed me the most. We must
assure the sustainability of Earth, the only place
in the universe we know that can sustain life.
Global challenges now threaten life, and humans
must work together to meet those challenges.
Thus, we, science center networks, created, and
signed in June 2017 before the Summit, the Tokyo
Protocol. The Protocol’s call for action with clearly
stated objectives guaranteed a focused summit for
all participants – science center professionals as
well as stakeholders. It also pronounces new roles
for science centers as a platform that fosters the
creativity and understanding necessary for reaching the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
Please tell us about the SCWS goal that targets
the building of a network for strong cooperation
in every field, not only science and technology.
Since its inception, Miraikan has stressed that
science and technology is a part, or a subculture,
of culture, along with others like business, education, the arts to name a few. Each subculture
develops its own wisdom that, in turn, contributes
to the sustainability of the overall culture. This
worked for nations for a long time, but now we
are facing global challenges. The seventeen SDGs,
adopted by the UN in 2015, offer targets to help
meet those challenges in working towards sustainability. In SCWS 2017, six SDGs were addressed in
panel discussions and they could be immediately
acted upon by the science center community.
What is the role of the science centers in realizing
the fruits of SCWS 2017?
The International Council of Science (ICSU)1 is
proposing the “Future Earth Project” dedicated
1 ICSU, founded in 1931, is a non-governmental organisation with a
global membership of national scientific bodies and International
Scientific Unions. https://www.icsu.org/about-us

to involving all citizens. Science centers are
uniquely positioned to become hubs for such
activities, bringing together science and technology and those in business, education, government, research and development, religion, and
the arts to name a few. Scientists now realize the
importance of citizens’ involvement and engagement, and with science centers being hubs, such
diversity and cooperation can result in fresh
approaches to solving global sustainability.
What do you think as the Chief Executive Director about the role of Miraikan, specifically?
Our perspective changed as of 11 March 2011,
when the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred.
We were forced to consider the real meaning of
our activities. On that day, many people suffered
from the natural disasters of the earthquake and
the tsunami. Many people also suffered from the
human-made catastrophe of the nuclear power
plant explosion. As Miraikan, we realized we
had to re-consider, better prepare and help protect humans from as many potential disasters as
possible. Humans have a dominating impact on
nature, and with that in mind, SCWS 2017 could
help other science centers to prepare, too.
Is there any issue in particular that you would
like to emphasize?
Many people in the world believe they have better
knowledge, and yet, as they acquire more knowledge they seem less satisfied. Science and technology continues to contribute materialistically.
However, satisfaction goes well beyond materialism, and must include the overall personal fulfillment of each person. Big data, AI and robotics
will each play a role and aid in the quest for not
just material possessions, but also intellectual and
emotional satisfaction as well.

Interview by HITOSHI CHIBA
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“Beautiful Rice” highlighted the
culture associated with rice cultivation
in Asia through illustrations, photos,
videos, and models.

Inviting Ideas for
Sustainable Rice Farming
In connection with the Science Centre World Summit 2017 (SCWS 2017) last November, the National
Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation
(Miraikan) hosted a special exhibition introducing
attractive reflections and ideas on the sustainability of rice farming in Asia.

HIROSHI SAKURAI

S

CWS 2017 was held for the first time in Asia
at Miraikan, in the Tokyo Rinkai area, from
November 15 to 17, 2017. Developed under
the main theme of “Connecting the World
for a Sustainable Future,” SCWS 2017 was successfully concluded with the adoption of the “Tokyo Protocol,” a set of guidelines for the actions of science
centers/museums worldwide to achieve the sustainable development goals (SDGs) to be followed until
the next SCWS in 2020 (see pp. 6 to 7).
In connection with SCWS 2017, Miraikan organized the temporary exhibition “Beautiful Rice — For
a Sustainable Future” from November 11, 2017 to
January 8, 2018. The exhibition is a part of Miraikan’s
original measures to help increase public awareness
of and engagement in the SDGs.
The temporary exhibition introduces the cycle
All photos: Courtesy of Miraikan
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of substances used for rice farming from a scientific
perspective with a focus on the traditional method
of rice cultivation that has been conducted by farmers throughout many parts of Asia for thousands
of years. It highlights lifestyles and culture closely
linked to rice farming, such as cooking, festivals and
folklore materials, as well as rice cultivation itself.
For example, there were photographs and illustrations of the lifestyles and culture closely linked to
rice cultivation in Asian farming villages; the current
situation of modern agriculture that has realized high
productivity through the use of chemical fertilizers
and large-scale farming, but is saddled with issues
such as environmental problems and the decline of
biodiversity; and the direction for sustainable food
production including plant factories and circulationbased urban planning, which could be breakthroughs.
The purpose of the temporary exhibition is to help
each visitor generate ideas for sustainable food production and how they will be able to eat delicious
foods for the next 1,000 years. The exhibition is participation-oriented, with visitors being encouraged
to think of best ways forward for rice farming, comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the environmental burden and the yield of rice farming and
harvesting using imaginary scenarios, such as “rice

The National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (Miraikan)
in Tokyo

grown on Mars” or “rice grown using a 1,000-yearold method.”
Yo-Ichiro Sato, who supervised the exhibition and
is the executive director of the National Institutes
for the Humanities, says, “If you express the world’s
future from the viewpoint of sustainability, you need
to focus on each area of sustainability. The future
will be defined by ordinary people, not scientists. I
think that one of the roles of science museums is to
provide people with the materials that they need to
define the future, through an exhibition like this.”
On the first day of the temporary exhibition, Sato
delivered a lecture titled “One Thousand Years of
Deliciousness Learned from Asia.”
Miraikan, which hosted the
exhibition, opened in 2001 and
attracted about 1.1 million visitors from Japan and overseas in
fiscal 2015. Miraikan is known
as the most popular science
museum in Japan. Its founding
principle is: “We believe that science and technology are part of
our culture. We provide an open
forum for all to ponder and discuss the roles for society and
possibilities in the future.” Under
this ideal, Miraikan is committed
to distributing information about
state-of-the-art
science
and
technology through exhibitions

and events, nurturing science communicators who
build bridges between scientists, engineers and ordinary citizens, and building networks with a range of
stakeholders, including scientists, engineers, educational institutions and science museums in Japan
and overseas.
Miraikan makes strong efforts in the creation of
its exhibitions so that visitors can enjoy learning. At
Miraikan, you can have fun listening to specialized
but captivating explanations (in Japanese or English) from science communicators. There are many
exhibitions that connect children with science, science with society, and people with the future, notably those featuring the permanent exhibition of the
humanoid robot ASIMO and the remote-controlled
robot Otonaroid. The symbolic exhibit in Miraikan is
the famous Geo-Cosmos, a globe-shaped display that
uses about 10,000 organic EL panels and is about
six meters in diameter. It shows images of the earth
shining in the universe, the everyday view of clouds
that float over the earth, a future prediction simulation and issues for the earth.
To facilitate the Tokyo Protocol’s ideal that science museums should give priority consideration to
public awareness of and engagement in actions for
SDGs, Miraikan will continue to hold exhibitions that
connect society with the future.

The symbolic Geo-Cosmos exhibit at Miraikan
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High-Precision Positioning
with “Michibiki”
Automated combine harvester
demonstration test in Kyoto using radio
signals from Michibiki, November 2017
Photo: Courtesy of Cabinet Office National Space Policy
Secretariat

Illustration of a satellite in the
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS)
“Michibiki”
Photo: qzss.go.jp

“Michibiki” (meaning “guidance”) is a Quasi-Zenith Satellite System
(QZSS) that will make high-precision positional information services
possible. Michibiki is expected to be utilized across a wide range of
fields from autonomous vehicles and agricultural equipment to disaster prevention.

HIROSHI SAKURAI

T

oday, the Americanmade global positioning
system (GPS) is widely
used to acquire positional information for car navigation, smartphones and so on.
GPS makes use of approximately
thirty satellites orbiting the earth.
To supplement and reinforce GPS
and achieve positioning with
greater precision, Japan launched
one satellite in 2010 and three
more in 2017. Starting in 2018,
this group of four satellites will
begin operating as the Michibiki
QZSS to provide high-precision
positioning services. By having
one satellite remain in geostationary orbit above the equator and
the other three satellites revolve
around the earth at a slight inclination from the equator, the satellites pass almost directly over
Japan in a quasi-zenith orbit for
approximately eight hours a day,
per satellite.
“Since the three satellites pass
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directly over Japan for eight hours
at a time in order, we will be able
to receive radio waves from satellites positioned almost directly
above Japan 24 hours a day,”
explains Go Takizawa, executive
director for QZSS Strategy at the
Cabinet Office. The key point is the
positions of the satellites “almost
directly above” Japan. In other
words, there will be satellites in a
quasi-zenith orbit above Japan.
At least four satellites are
needed to estimate the user position (latitude, longitude and
height) and time. Since in practical conditions signals from satellites can be blocked by mountains
and buildings, especially in valleys
and urban areas, and because signals from satellites at low elevation angles are inappropriate for
precise positioning, more satellites
are needed to estimate the user
position and time.
After the Michibiki service commencement, there will be one

satellite in a quasi-zenith position
above Japan for 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. Accordingly, the Michi
biki system will contribute to precise user positioning in real time.
Positioning errors are caused by
multiple factors. In addition to terrestrial factors such as mountains
and buildings, the ionosphere, an
electrically charged (ionized) layer
that covers the earth, also plays a
part. When signals from a satellite
pass through the ionosphere they
slow down, delaying the arrival
of radio waves on earth. As this
delay portion is calculated and
the calculated delay is longer than
the actual delay, an error develops. Michibiki has two features
designed to avoid this issue and
improve positioning accuracy. The
first is the Sub-meter Level Augmentation Service, or SLAS. SLAS
is based on a network of monitoring stations set up in thirteen
locations around Japan to monitor
the positions of the satellites. The
monitoring stations will transmit
supplementary signals to the satellites to correct for the positioning

errors being received from Michibiki, which will reduce terrestrial
positioning errors to within one
meter. The second is the Centimeter Level Augmentation Service, or
CLAS. CLAS will utilize accurate
positioning data from approximately 1,300 Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS)-based
control stations set across Japan
by the Geospatial Information
Authority for the purposes of positioning and map creation to transmit error-corrected information to
the satellites and reduce positioning errors to several centimeters (6
cm horizontally and 12 cm vertically, to 95% precision).
“Michibiki will enter operation
with the four-satellite structure
from next fiscal year. Using a dedicated receiver, it will be possible
to access a high-precision positioning information service with
a positioning error of a few centimeters, which is a world-first,”
says Takizawa. “What’s more, the
radio waves from Michibiki can
also be utilized outside Japan by
receivers across the Asia and Oceania regions.”
Various demonstration tests
are currently underway ahead of
Michibiki entering service. Tests
on autonomously controlled agricultural machinery using radio
signals from the Michibiki system were conducted on a tractor
in Hokkaido in October 2017, and
on a combine harvester in Kyoto
in November. In both tests, the
machinery succeeded in following a pre-determined route to a
high level of accuracy. If the work

of tractors and combine harvesters that require accurate control
for longer time use can be automated, it could help with the labor
shortages faced by farms run by
an aging population. Other private sector-led initiatives using
centimeter-level positioning services are also advancing, including autonomous driving tests on
expressways in Hyogo Prefecture,
and operational support for snowplows in Hokkaido.
Meanwhile, in November 2017
during disaster evacuation drills
conducted by Wakayama and
Kochi prefectures, demonstration testing was conducted on the
QZSS Safety Confirmation Service
(Q-ANPI) that uses Michibiki’s
message transmission feature,
and the Satellite Report for Disaster and Crisis Management (DC
Report) that provides electronic
bulletin board and audio notification of disaster and crisis information such as tsunami alerts.
Q-ANPI is a service that will take
information from transceivers
installed at evacuation centers and
transmit information on evacuation center position, status and
evacuees via Michibiki. DC Report,
meanwhile, is a service that will
transmit disaster information from
government agencies via Michibiki
to car navigation systems, as well
as speakers and digital signboards
connected to receivers installed
outdoors. During the Great East
Japan Earthquake that struck in
2011, terrestrial communications
equipment was damaged by the
ensuing tsunami, cutting off the

means to send and receive information. If Michibiki is in place,
that eventuality can be avoided.
“A wide range of uses for Michibiki including sports and tourism
is also being envisioned,” notes
Takizawa. “We hope the system
is used by many people and businesses as a piece of infrastructure
to create new markets. In that
sense, I think there is the potential
for new services that no one has
even thought of before.”
There are plans to expand Michibiki to seven satellites in 2023.
This would make it possible to
receive signals from four Michibiki
satellites at all times, allowing
Michibiki to operate as a standalone positioning system.
With Japan’s unique centimeter-level high-precision positioning service, the satellite positioning system is about to make a
further leap.

Digital signboard using the Satellite Report
for Disaster and Crisis Management Service in
Wakayama Prefecture
Photo: Cabinet Office National Space Policy Secretariat
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Test of an automated driving system
using signals received from Quasi-Zenith
Satellite System “Michibiki”

Safer Traffic with “Dynamic Map”
Public, private and academic entities are collaborating to make traffic systems safer through
technological innovations including automated driving and the development of “Dynamic Map.”

HIROSHI SAKURAI

T

he Japanese government is promoting the
Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Program
(SIP) spearheaded by the Council for Science, Technology and
Innovation since 2014. It aims to
contribute to the resurgence of
the Japanese economy and deliver
solutions to a variety of issues
confronting society through the
strengths of science, technology
and innovative systems.
The SIP has identified eleven
themes including energy, infrastructure and disaster prevention that should be addressed by
collaboration among a variety
of industries, public agencies
and academia as well as ministerial bodies. One example of the
themes is Automated Driving for
Universal Services (SIP-adus).
The SIP-adus project aims
to reduce the amount of traffic
All photos: Courtesy of Cabinet Office
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accidents, ease congestion and
create an advanced transit bus
system that is easily accessible by
the elderly and other vulnerable
populations with limited mobility by the system’s widespread
realization. The government has
announced the target as fewer
than 2,500 annual traffic fatalities
by 2020, down from 4,000 at present (3,904 in 2016). It is expected
that the automated driving system
will play a significant role in preventing the occurrence of human
error that is usually the main cause
of traffic accidents.
Masaki Chikuma, researcher
for SIP at the Cabinet Office, says,
“When it comes to implementing
our R&D activities, the SIP-adus
project focus on cooperative areas
requiring collaboration among
industries, academia and government agencies, rather than competitive areas that private enterprises
implement R&D activities individually. This approach is based on
the idea that it is quite challenging

for each participant to keep up with
the R&D agenda alone.”
The development of Dynamic
Map is one of the high-priority
themes to be addressed in the
cooperative areas. Dynamic Map
is a 3D digital map for automated
driving, integrating “static data”
(or a high definition 3D map) with
“dynamic data”. “Static data”
refers to information related to
road width, stop signs, lanes, traffic signs and buildings for example, while “dynamic data” refers to
road traffic control, road construction, weather conditions, present
information about traffic lights
and pedestrians on the road, and
so on.
Compared with the existing car
navigation systems, Dynamic Map
is capable of processing a much
greater amount of information
than conventional car navigation
systems, and can grasp location
of the car and circumstances of
the surrounding area seamlessly
with a high degree of accuracy by

Signals transmitted by the “Michibiki” satellite are processed as
part of the high-definition 3D map, making it possible to locate
a vehicle with negligible errors in distance.

transferring driving information
gathered from various sources
including the GPS system and
road information infrastructure to
Dynamic Map.
Under this project, the SIP-adus
has been taking active steps to
develop technologies and schemes
to gather the necessary information and data for the Dynamic Map
system. For example, the high definition 3D map, which plays a fundamental role in the system, has
been constructed with GPS information as well as cameras and
sensors for measuring installed in
moving cars.
Dynamic Map Platform Co.,
Ltd. was founded in June 2017.
Jointly established by Innovation
Network Corporation of Japan,
an electronics company, auto
manufacturers and mapping service providers, the new company
has started to create high-precision three-dimensional map data
related to the nationwide expressways and motorways.
“The development of Dynamic
Map is indeed one of the significant achievements of our SIP-adus
project. We have determined the
specifications regarding the static
data comprised of information
related to driving lanes and traffic
signs. At present, Japan has officially made a proposal to the International Standards Organization
(ISO) regarding the international
standardization of the static data,”
says Chikuma.
In March 2017, a demonstration

experiment was
launched using
a small driverassisted bus on
public roads in
Okinawa.
The
bus moves forward and turns by
automatically accelerating and
controlling the steering wheel. It
also independently decelerates
and stops just before a stop line,
avoiding an accident with any
vehicle parked on the side of the
road. The demonstration experiment verifies these automated
control technologies. Testing the
precise docking system is also part
of the demonstration experiment.
This technology makes it possible
for a bus to pull over at a bus stop
without leaving a gap.
In October 2017, the same
demonstration experiment also
launched an experimental project
to test an automated driving system for a transit bus, using signals
received from Quasi-Zenith Satellite System “Michibiki” (See pp.
10–11). The signals that can locate
the vehicle with negligible errors
in distance will be processed as
part of the high-definition 3D map.
During the same month, in
the metropolitan area, a largescale field operational test for
automated driving systems was
launched, involving twenty-one
organizations and auto manufacturers from both Japan and
abroad. This project involves a
road test using prototype data
from Dynamic Map and activities

to collect data on the state of
the driver during long-distance
driving, which is known as a
human-machine interface (or
HMI in short). The test has been
conducted on a 300-km section
of the Shuto Expressway and
Tomei Expressway.
HMI is a technology that interfaces smoothly between a driver
and the system operations. During the demonstration experiment, camera-assisted monitoring of the driver’s behavior has
been used to collect data on the
driver’s degree of concentration
while driving and the correlation
between automated driving and
driver drowsiness.
Chikuma says, “We hope that
our experimental efforts and data
will further aid improvements in
technology through accumulating
data of our experiments, as well as
disseminate successful results to
the rest of the world.”
The Japanese government plans
to introduce transit buses as supporting drivers using the precise
docking technology capable of
pulling over at a bus stop with precision for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic/Paralympic Games. The traffic system in Japan is expected to
become more sophisticated with
2020 as an important milestone.
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SWCC’s superconducting cable in yttrium system
Photo: Courtesy of SWCC Showa Cable
Systems Co., Ltd.

Triaxial superconducting cable
Photo: Courtesy of
A SECOM Drone in flight
SWCC Showa Cable
Systems Co., Ltd.

Energy Saving with
Superconducting Cable
An innovative technology for the production of superconducting cable is expected to
contribute significantly to energy savings in power transmission.

TAKASHI SASAKI

W

hen specific materials are cooled
to very low temperatures, electrical resistance suddenly falls to
zero. This phenomenon is called
superconductivity. Discovered in
the early twentieth century, it can
only be observed in extremely low
temperature ranges close to absolute zero (-273°C), and for a long
time was not applied to manufactured goods. In recent years, materials that reach superconductivity in relatively high temperature
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ranges have been discovered one
after another, and today various
studies for their commercialization have gained momentum
around the world.
One such product is a triaxial
superconducting cable. Showa
Cable Systems Co., Ltd. (SWCC),
headquartered in Kawasaki City,
Kanagawa Prefecture, is working on the practical application
of energy-saving products, subsidized by the New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO). Yuji
Aoki, who heads the Superconducting Applied Products Development Section at the SWCC R&D

Center, says this about the system
of running electricity with zero
electrical resistance:
“A
triaxial
superconducting cable uses a superconductor called yttrium system, whose
distinguishing feature is that it
reaches superconductivity at the
boiling point of liquid nitrogen
(-196°C). With existing superconductors (e.g., NbTi or Nb3Sn)
employed in applications such as
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) equipment for medical use,
the temperature must be cooled
using liquid helium (boiling point
-269°C). Compared with this, electrical resistance in yttrium system

Yttrium series cable
Photo: Courtesy of SWCC Showa Cable Systems Co., Ltd.

reaches zero at a much higher
temperature. It is thought that
helium resources will be depleted
in the future, but nitrogen is inexhaustibly present in the atmosphere, so energy shortages are
not concerned.”
In the case of the triaxial superconducting cable, a raw material
solution including an organic solvent of yttrium, barium and copper is thinly coated onto a metallic substrate with an oxide buffer
layer, which is then heat treated,
forming a superconductive crystal thin-film layer. Previously,
this process of creating a thin film
necessitated a vacuum process,
but the development of a new
manufacturing method (called
the MOD method) has enabled
the production of superconducting cable at low cost and with
extremely small loss of energy
from the raw material without a
vacuum process.
This has all been made with
the technology and know-how

cultivated by SWCC during more
than eight decades since its
establishment as an electrical
cable manufacturer.
“Many people probably think
that even if electrical resistance
is zero, once it becomes necessary to bring in cooling devices,
it is not cost-effective. However,
the energy loss associated with
power transmission is very large,
which is why the local production
and consumption of electricity is
said to be the ideal scenario. Currently, in order to minimize this
power transmission loss, electricity generated at power plants is
being sent to the site of consumption after being subjected to ultrahigh voltage using a transformer.
However, considerable energy
loss is occurring even just with
the generation of heat in the bus
line section connecting the generator and transformer.
If we eliminate this loss by
using our triaxial superconducting
cable here, this alone will produce
sufficient profit,” says Aoki.
According to tentative estimations, energy loss as a result of
electrical resistance of the bus
lines in all the thermal power
plants in Japan is 240,000 kiloliters per year when converted to
crude oil. Further, existing bus
lines are composed of three single
phase cables with thick 700mm
diameters, but when these are
replaced
by
superconducting
cables, only a single cable of 154
mm in diameter is required, which
has significant space-saving benefits in addition to cost-reduction

benefits through energy saving.
“Currently, the triaxial superconducting cable is still at the
demonstration testing stage, but
the technology of superconducting cable in yttrium system that
has been developed has possible
application in a variety of fields,
including superconducting magnets and superconducting motors.
In addition, at plants that have
already used liquid nitrogen—iron
mills and petrochemical complexes, for example—the use of
that liquid nitrogen to cool the
superconducting cable can greatly
reduce the initial expense of
installing superconducting cable
as well as significantly decrease
running costs.
If superconducting cable is further developed, in the future it
may be possible to transmit electricity generated by solar power
systems installed in the Sahara
Desert to Europe,” says Aoki with a
brightening in his eyes.
Once demonstration testing is
completed, further potential applications for superconductivity will
be surely extended.

Yuji Aoki, head of the Superconducting
Applied Products Development Section at
the SWCC R&D Center, with a model of the
innovative superconducting cable
Photo: Takashi Sasaki
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The portable, battery-powered device for
malaria diagnosis developed jointly by AIST and
a Japanese electrical manufacturer
Photo: Courtesy of National Institute of Advanced Industrial
Science and Technology (AIST)

A New Diagnostic
Technology for
Malaria
A Japanese researcher is tackling the elimination of malaria, one of the
world’s most deadly infectious diseases.

KUMIKO SATO

T

he National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST) is one of the largest public research organizations
in Japan. AIST aims to create technology that contributes to industry
and society and put it into practical use. Masatoshi Kataoka, who
belongs to one of its divisions, the
Health Research Institute, is working on the practical application
and commercialization of an early
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diagnosis device for malaria.
Malaria is a parasitic infection of erythrocytes (red blood
cells) that is typically transmitted through the bites of infected
Anopheles mosquitoes, and it
remains one of the world’s most
deadly infectious diseases. There
were an estimated 216 million
cases of malaria in 2016, in which
year malaria deaths reached
around 445,000 (data from World
Health Organization [WHO]).

The diagnostic method for
malaria that the WHO currently
recommends is an accurate one
in which a microscope is used to
detect the malaria parasite in the
erythrocytes, but it takes time and
moreover, its accuracy depends on
the skills of the operator. An easyto-use diagnostic method is not
accurate enough, partly because a
false-positive reaction is shown in
individuals with a history of having had malaria in the past. On
the other hand, a more reliable
diagnostic method, though not
recommended by WHO because
the number of cases is limited,
requires expensive special equipment and reagent, and complex
operations. There are no methods without drawbacks. Accordingly, in countries in Africa, where
malaria occurs frequently, malaria
drugs are likely to be prescribed to
patients who develop a fever during the second half of the rainy
season, the epidemic season,
without screening.
Kataoka warns about this situation, saying, “It is hazardous
to prescribe drugs without careful consideration, because the
malaria parasite is acquiring drug
resistance. In fact, an effective
drug that was used around 1940
has already become ineffective
against malaria.”
Kataoka specializes in research
on a biomarker for detecting substances in the blood to diagnose
the presence or absence of and
staging of diseases. As a diagnostic

Dr. Masatoshi Kataoka of AIST’s Health Research Institute
Photo: Kumiko Sato

method for malaria, he focused on
the fact that erythrocytes have no
nucleus, while the malaria parasite
does. He thought that by utilizing
this fact, if a fluorescent nucleus
stain solution were used for erythrocytes, stained erythrocytes that
are infected with malaria could be
detected. The team led by Kataoka developed a cell microarray
chip system in which a polystyrene chip with microchambers is
used for placing erythrocytes to
detect infection with the malaria
parasite. The team has developed
a more accurate, highly sensitive
diagnostic method than any other
method ever developed.
In the laboratory, a centrifuge
machine for removing only erythrocytes from the blood and a highperformance scanner for reading
the image of the stained nucleus
were used in an experiment, but
it is not easy to disseminate similar equipment in Africa. The team
then began the co-development of
a portable, battery-powered diagnostic device that can be operated

easily and used anywhere jointly
with a Japanese electrical manufacturer, which has technology
for reading images from DVD
players, etc. “No matter how
excellent our technology is, it is
meaningless if it cannot be disseminated. In that regard, the
company has a great deal of
knowledge for the development
of a product from the standpoint
of users,” says Kataoka. A verification test of the diagnostic device
was performed in a town to the
north of Kampala, the capital of
the Republic of Uganda, in cooperation with Gulu University. The
team responded to issues that
could be found only on site, such
as erroneous data caused by a
large amount of sand dust, one by
one to improve the device, spending five years on its development
and reaching the final phase of
commercialization now.
After the collection of a small
amount of blood, the device can
diagnose nine individuals at once
in about 15 minutes. Moreover, it
can find one parasite in
two million erythrocytes
accurately, and can also
analyze the infection rate
for all the erythrocytes.
If mass screening is performed by using this diagnostic device, it is possible to detect infected
patients who have not
developed malaria and
to prevent the dispersal
Doctors in Uganda learn how to use the new diagnostic
of the malaria parasite by
device
these infected patients
Photo: Courtesy of National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST)
within the area.

Furthermore, Kataoka commenced joint research on the prevention of malaria infection with
Nagasaki University in 2015. Nagasaki University has a site in Kenya,
with a track record of long-term
research on climate change and
insect vectors related to the occurrence of tropical diseases.
“We oppose the idea of eradicating mosquitoes to eliminate
malaria. Eradicating an insect
could lead to alterations to and the
destruction of the environment.
Instead, we think that with accurate early diagnosis and appropriate treatment, we can also control
malaria as we do with other diseases,” says Kataoka.
Currently, Kataoka is seeking feedback from WHO on what
type of data is required so that
the device developed by his team
can be recommended as a diagnostic device for malaria by WHO.
To eliminate malaria, which WHO
aims to achieve, a significant contribution to the solution of a global
issue is expected of the combination of the early diagnosis system
that Kataoka and his team have
developed and Nagasaki University’s research achievements.
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A SECOM Drone in flight

The World’s First Drone
for Private Security
A leading Japanese security company has developed a security
service that uses drone technology.

MAO FUJITA

S

ECOM Co., Ltd., which
provides services for protecting the security of
people’s lives, has developed SECOM Drone, the world’s
first autonomous small-sized flying security robot for civil crime
prevention, and began providing
services in 2015.
Since the 1990s, SECOM has
researched and developed original small-sized planes for security,
gaining insights from the method
of spraying agricultural chemicals
mid-air by helicopter. The reasons
behind this development were due
All photos: Courtesy of SECOM Co., Ltd.
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to an increasing number of shorttime or rapid crimes such as burglary, and to improve the quality
of security services for protecting
people’s daily safety and security.
Under
SECOM’s
conventional security system, sensors
are installed on the doors of the
buildings, including both corporate and residential use, and the
users will arm the sensor or switch
the sensors into alert mode when
they leave the premises. If a suspicious person or vehicle enters
the premises and the sensors
detect an intrusion, security staff
will dispatch to the site to check
for any abnormality. However, in
some cases, as a certain time is

A SECOM Drone takes off from a drone port.

necessary for the security staff to
reach the site, they could arrive
only after the suspicious person or
vehicle has already left the premises. In order to solve this problem, SECOM invented a security
system of having drones standing
by within and outside the building. Under this system, if a drone
detects intrusion, it begins chasing
the intruders and shoots pictures
of the number plate of the car and

The speed and flight path of a SECOM Drone
can be pre-set or manually controlled.

the suspicious person using a preinstalled camera. Even if the suspicious person runs away, the video
image captured by the camera can
be used for chasing and capturing
the escaping person. The drone
security enables crime scenes to
be checked quickly, which leads
to high-quality security services.
In addition, it can also reduce the
number of company security staff
who are standing by for dispatch
to the crime scenes.
Seiya Hasegawa, Senior Manager of the Corporate Planning
Division for Open Innovation, says,
“In 2012, when we announced the
concept of developing a security
system using drones, drones were
not yet popular in Japan. At that
time, we used a German-made
indoor drone as an experimental
model, but to utilize drones for
our security services, we needed
drones with a technology to fly
autonomously within the facility
of customers and even to fly outdoors, regardless of the weather
conditions and time. Since such
drones did not exist in the market at that time, we decided to
develop them by ourselves.”
To realize fully autonomous
flying drones, SECOM studied
and researched technology of

the drone system. SECOM implemented comprehensive measures
to prevent drones from flying
over the customers’ premises at
any time and adopted encrypted
radio communications as a measure to prevent drone hacking. As
one of SECOM’s group companies
possesses a technology of creating three-dimensional map information (see pp. 12–13), the company applied this technology and
uploaded the information to the
originally developed drones. This
enabled a drone to chase someone
suspicious by avoiding obstacles
within the premises, and also prevented it from flying beyond the
customers’ property.
The background of these measures being taken was due to the
partial revision of the Civil Aeronautics Act enacted in December
2015 that restricts drones flying
over people or areas where houses
are concentrated. This legal revision occurred just before the completion of SECOM Drone, after the
company had announced its concept three years ago.
Hasegawa says, “The revision
of the Civil Aeronautics Act was
a big surprise for us. To avoid a
situation in which we had to stop
our services due to the violation
of the law shortly after launching

long-awaited new services, we
postponed the release of SECOM
Drone. When the revised Civil
Aeronautics Act was enacted on
December 10, 2015, we made an
application for the very first model
and after gaining official permission, we were able to start our
drone service officially.”
Currently, SECOM is conducting a demonstration test of drones
patrolling along a designated
route. If this technology becomes
fit for practical use, the company
will be able to have drones flying
around the buildings for patrolling
instead of humans, and the security staff will monitor the drone’s
live image at the control center.
If any suspicious flying object is
detected on the roof of the premises, it can be checked easily by
simply adjusting the flying height
of the drone.
SECOM operates businesses
in twenty countries and regions,
and conducts security business in
twelve of these. The company is
considering the overseas operation of SECOM Drone, complying
with the Civil Aeronautics Acts
and Radio Laws in each country.
A new technology, SECOM
Drone will contribute to realizing
a more secure world in the near
future.

The flight path and images captured by a SECOM Drone can be monitored in real time.
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The Malaysia-Japan
International Institute
of Technology (MJIIT) in
Kuala Lumpur
Photo: Courtesy of JICA

Japanese-style
Engineering Education
Around the World

D

uring especially the Meiji period (1868–
1912), Japan invited engineers and other
experts from abroad and introduced
Western technologies, modernizing itself
in the process. Engineering education was one factor that supported Japan’s modernization. After the
establishment of the precursor of the current Faculty
of Engineering of the University of Tokyo in 1871,
engineering-based higher education institutes were
founded across the country. Researchers and engineers working in universities and private companies
were nurtured and have supported Japanese development ever since.
Utilizing this experience, Japan has begun various supports, starting with the establishment of
the Egypt-Japan University of Science and Technology in 2010 and has provided educational support
around the world ever since, notably establishing
and managing higher education institutes practicing
the Japanese-style engineering education that Japan
has developed.
It is in ASEAN countries where Japan has most
rapidly stepped up cooperation in recent years.
For example, in 2011, in response to a request from
the Malaysian government for cooperation, the
Malaysia-Japan International Institute of Technology (MJIIT) opened in Kuala Lumpur, the capital
city of Malaysia, as a Japanese-style engineering
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The engineering education that
supported Japanese economic
development is now contributing to
human resources development all
over the world.

HIROSHI SAKURAI

education institute under the umbrella of University
of Technology Malaysia. Malaysia is shifting from the
assembly and processing industry that drove economic growth to added value-oriented industries,
such as product design and R&D. MJIIT is expected
to play an important role in this effort.
According to Yoshiko Miura, Senior Deputy Director of the Technical and Higher Education Team at
the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA),
“Malaysian industry needs people who can conduct
planning and design in accordance with the needs
of manufacturing. For example, there is a need
for engineers who can design the assembly line of
highly productive factories. Nurturing these human
resources is one of MJIIT’s important missions.”
Currently, at MJIIT, more than 1,200 students are
studying at the undergraduate courses and graduate schools of mechanical precision engineering,
electronic system engineering and so on. There are
eighty-two faculty members, thirteen of whom are
Japanese. Twenty-seven Japanese universities, two
research institutes, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Japan, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology, the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry, the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry and JICA have organized a consortium and cooperate in dispatching teachers to
MJIIT, undertaking joint research, enabling student

exchange activities, providing joint supervision for
students and offering scholarships for students from
ASEAN through JAIF (Japan-ASEAN Integration
Fund). Through its yen loan and technical cooperation, JICA provides support for the procurement of
MJIIT’s educational and research equipment and
collaboration among universities and with industrial circles.
In addition, MJIIT is characterized by a research
and education system called Innovative Kohza
(i-Kohza). Kohza is a laboratory that constitutes the
core of Japanese engineering education. Engineering
education conducted by Western universities is centered on course work and individual instruction. But
in Japan, professors at the top of the laboratories,
researchers with a doctoral degree, graduate school
students and university students are members of
laboratories, each of which conducts specialized
research and education. MJIIT provides nineteen
i-Kohzas, including “advanced devices and materials engineering,” “chemical energy conversion and
application” and “Takasago Thermal / Environment
Systems Laboratory” (a course funded by Takasago
Thermal Engineering Co., Ltd.).
Miura says, “Students who participate in i-Kohza
can acquire research know-how from senior students
as well as professors. Students can also develop
teamwork and communication abilities through
group research.”
MJIIT is expanding the scope of its educational
and research fields in cooperation with the consortium’s member universities. For example, Yamaguchi University (YU), a member of the consortium,
established the YU-MJIIT Innovation Management
Research Lab as an international joint intellectual
property laboratory in 2016, which has introduced
world-class data infrastructure. Its aim is to develop
human resources for Malaysian intellectual property
and to make MJIIT a center for intellectual property
research in Southeast Asia.
In addition, after a major water-related disaster
hit Malaysia in 2014, the Disaster Preparedness and
Prevention Center was established within MJIIT for
the purpose of developing human resources and

conducting research related to disaster prevention.
In cooperation with member universities of the
consortium, such as the University of Tsukuba and
Kyoto University, the Center launched Malaysia’s
first master’s course on disaster risk management for
public administrators in September 2016.
Moreover, at Vietnam Japan University (VJU),
which opened in Hanoi, Vietnam, in 2016, JICA supports the establishment of the new model university
as a new Vietnamese Center of Excellence with Japanese qualities that have been adjusted to the needs
of Vietnam. VJU offers interdisciplinary programs
covering many fields of social science and natural
science, all residing under the overall domain of
sustainable science, and gives students a wide perspective. Japanese universities provide support for
drawing up curricula and educational and research
activities helping VJU provide high quality programs,
building on Japanese-style engineering education.
In addition, in 2003 after the preparation stage, JICA
launched the project of ASEAN University Network/
Southeast Asia Engineering Education Development Network (AUN/SEED-Net). Currently, they are
promoting joint research among fourteen Japanese
support universities and twenty-six universities
in ASEAN countries, along with the acquisition of
degrees and the dispatch of faculty members.
According to Miura, “They are committed to
improving the educational and research abilities of
each university by strengthening networks among
universities through the project. They also tackle
issues that are common with ASEAN countries, such
as environmental pollution, climate change and natural disasters.”
Japanese-style engineering education has supported economic growth and has promoted the
development of cutting-edge technologies. It also
contributes to overcoming pollution issues that have
emerged as a side effect of growth and continues to
contribute to solving other issues, including disaster
prevention. Such expertise is expected to be shared
among not only ASEAN countries that continue to
develop but also with other countries all over the
world.
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Research
at the Top of
Mount Fuji

TAKASHI SASAKI

W

eather observation has been conducted for many years on the top of
Mount Fuji, which is 3,776 meters
above sea level. In 1932, a weather
observation facility fully utilizing Japan’s highest
point was launched. In that year, the Temporary
Weather Station of the Central Meteorological Observatory (the current Japan Meteorological Agency)
was established, and all-season weather observation commenced. In 1964, a weather radar called
the Mount Fuji Radar System, which was capable
Mount Fuji Research Station
Photo: Courtesy of certified NPO Mount
Fuji Research Station (MFRS)
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Superseded by weather satellites and
temporarily left unmanned, Mount Fuji
Weather Station is back in operation as
a non-profit organization (NPO), attracting researchers every summer from
Japan and overseas.

of observing a radius of 800 kilometers, was constructed on top of Mount Fuji, and Japanese weather
observation for typhoon forecasts made a significant
leap forward. After weather satellites began to be
operated in the 1970s, however, the role of Mount
Fuji Weather Station gradually declined. In 1999, the
Radar System stopped its operation. In 2004, it was
decided that Mount Fuji Weather Station would be
unmanned, leaving the Automated Meteorological
Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS).
Many people were disappointed by the closure of
the station and hoped that it would continue to be
utilized. In response, the certified NPO Mount Fuji
Research Station (MFRS)1 was founded in 2005.
Kazuhiko Miura, Chief of the Secretariat of MFRS
and a professor at the Faculty of Science of Tokyo
University of Science, says of the importance of
Mount Fuji Research Station, “For Mount Fuji, which
is an independent mountain, about half of its mountain form is in the free troposphere2. That is, Mount
Fuji is a location where you can directly observe
the air that is not affected by human activities on
flat land. It is an essential observation facility for
conducting research on global warming and transboundary air pollution.”
MFRS rents part of the facilities of what used to be
Mount Fuji Weather Station from the Japan Meteorological Agency, and has conducted summer observations from July to August every year since 2007.

1	Mount Fuji Research Station (MFRS) changed its English name in January 2016 from NPO Valid
Utilization of Mt. Fuji Weather Station.
2	The part that is close to the surface of the atmospheric layer that surrounds the earth and that
is influenced by the ground and sea level is called the atmospheric boundary layer (about 1,000
meters). The part up to the tropopause that is above it (about 10,000 meters) is called the free
troposphere.

Every year, between 400 and 500 researchers stay on
top of Mount Fuji, among them members of research
groups from Taiwan, France and Germany. The
MFRS works on a wide range of areas, such as electric discharge caused by thunderclouds, the measurement of cosmic rays3, the monitoring of permafrost4 and research on medicine and training in high
places as well as observation and research of the air
on Mount Fuji.
To undertake research into the effects of aerosols (minute particles) on climate change, new particle formation in the free troposphere, their growth
into cloud condensation nuclei5 and the processes
of clouds emerging, Miura measured aerosols and
cloud particles on top of Mount Fuji. The period for
observation from 2006 to 2016 totaled 300 days in
the summer months. The event of new particle formation where the density of particles of 25 nm and
under was high was observed 236 times. This event
was observed 142 times in the nighttime, compared
with 94 times in the daytime. This phenomenon
cannot be seen on the Jungfraujoch in the European
Alps, the Himalaya Mountains or the Rocky Mountains, and is speculated to be unique to Mount Fuji.
The summit of Mount Fuji has extremely low air
pressure and low temperatures compared with flat
land. It is a facility that is exposed to a tough environment, including strong winds and intense direct
sunshine, which is challenging for researchers.
Yukiko Dokiya, Emeritus Professor at Edogawa
University, who is the Director of the MFRS, says,
“We see numerous problems every year. Researchers
suffer from mountain sickness. Power lines are damaged and cut by snow and construction errors. Our
biggest issue is maintenance expenses for a facility
that costs 30 to 40 million yen (260,000 to 355,000
US dollars) per year for a stay on the summit of Mount
Fuji for two months in summer. In addition, Mount
Fuji is part of a national park designated as a World
Heritage site, we have to bring toilet waste down to
the foot of the mountain. If Mount Fuji Research Station is abolished, however, we will never be able to
build a similar facility. It is extremely important to

3	Cosmic rays are atomic nuclei and elementary particles that pour constantly at high speed from
the universe to the earth.
4	Permafrost is land whose underground temperature is below 0 degrees throughout the year and
that remains frozen for more than two years.
5	Cloud condensation nuclei are minute particles on which water vapor condenses.

Researchers at work on the summit of Mount Fuji
Photo: Courtesy of certified NPO Mount Fuji Research Station (MFRS)

maintain and manage the facility for many years, utilizing the current facility.”
The MFRS is committed to establishing an allseason observation structure and aims to share
data it has gathered in high observatories all over
the world through networks. If researchers all
over the world can share information, they will be
able to further heighten the accuracy of observation in high places and utilize it for measures for
global environmental preservation. Both Miura and
Dokiya say, “The summit of Mount Fuji is a land of
treasures for researchers.”
In terms of results, there have been 57 refereed academic papers and more than 500 academic
presentations since the first summer observation
in 2007. On the basis of them, during the week of
November 6–10, 2017, MFRS hosted the third international symposium on “Atmospheric Chemistry
and Physics at Mountain Sites” in Gotemba, Shizu
oka Prefecture, in which 76 leading atmospheric
scientists from 12 countries and 1 region around the
world shared their research results. From the data
presented, it became clear that high elevation mountain atmospheric observatories provide a unique
window on long range transport of air pollution,
chemical reactions in the atmosphere, and crucial
information on background concentrations of trace
gases and aerosols.
Mount Fuji Research Station attracts a lot of
attention as an arena for education and developing
researchers as well as being a research facility. MFRS
is spreading its wings to the future, just as Mount
Fuji extends from the summit.
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Soba seeds
Mohammed
Chowdhury in front
of his stone mortar
at Ishi Usu Soba

A Beloved Soba
Noodle Shop
in Zushi
A Bangladeshi who had a life-changing
encounter with soba noodles as a student
now runs a popular restaurant where he
serves soba the traditional way.

KUMIKO SATO

I

n Zushi, Kanagawa Prefecture, which is close to the
ancient city of Kamakura,
there is a soba noodles shop
loved by local residents. It is run
by Mohammed Chowdhury, a
Bangladeshi man. He manages
the shop by himself, buying the
materials, doing the preparations
and making the soba.
This shop is popular because
Chowdhury emphasizes the
basics of delicious soba: freshly
ground, freshly made and
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freshly boiled.
“Soba powder starts to degrade
once it is ground,” Chowdhury
explains. “I grind soba powder
every morning; that is all I can
service on the day.”
The shop has a stone mortar
that Chowdhury uses to grind
soba seeds into soba powder.
His shop is called Ishi Usu Soba
(stone mortar soba).
Soba is a traditional Japanese
food. Water is added to soba
powder, kneaded into dough,

expanded with a rolling pin,
finely cut, boiled and eaten
with soup.
Chowdhury first encountered
soba in 1996 when he majored
in economics at a Bangladeshi
university and came to Japan
to study. Chowdhury’s professor often took him and other
students from abroad to a soba
restaurant.
Chowdhury says, “Bangladeshi
cooking is delicious because it
uses many ingredients with many
spices. However, I was very surprised to find that soba is delicious, even though its raw materials and cooking method are very
simple. I also really enjoyed the
stories that my professor shared
about soba and Japanese culture
while eating soba.”
Since then, Chowdhury has
visited libraries and read many
books about soba. As Chowdhury
learned more about soba, including that soba is rich in rutin,
which is considered a healthy
food, and that it takes a delicate
technique to make, he realized
that he wanted to make soba and
open a restaurant of his own.
Chowdhury asked soba craftsmen to learn how to make soba,

Freshly rolled and
cut soba

Boiling the soba
Rinsing the boiled
soba

but the craftsmen declined
because they were convinced
that a foreigner would be unable
to follow through with the tough
training that is even difficult
for Japanese people. But Chowdhury never gave up and was
accepted by a milling company.
There he learned the nature of
soba powder, how to treat it and
the basics of how to make it, and
later received full-scale training at a soba shop introduced by
the company. In 2002, he opened
his much-anticipated soba shop
in Zushi, choosing the location
previously because the sea and
mountains were nearby and the
landscape was somewhat similar
to his hometown.
In the beginning, some customers were dubious and ran
along when they learned that a
foreigner had made the soba. But
once they tried it, they became
regulars at his shop, which led to

Photos by Tadashi Aizawa

the shop’s reputation for serving
delicious soba.
Chowdhury had gained confidence and fully entrusted a friend
with the management of the shop
in Zushi after three years and
opened a second shop in Yokohama. But regular customers in
Zushi soon complained that the
taste had changed, which spurred
Chowdhury to close the shop in
Yokohama in 2011 and reopen a
shop in Zushi.
Chowdhury says, “I learned
that even if people made soba
the same way, its taste would
change as a result of the people
who made it. Moreover, my physical condition is also reflected in
the taste of the soba. Therefore,
I make it a rule to stay healthy
both physically and mentally
every day.”
Chowdhury starts to grind
the soba seeds at six o’clock
every morning, measures the

A serving of soba
with soup

temperature
and
humidity,
fine-tunes the water that will
be added to the powder and
makes the soba. It takes two
days to make the broth for soba
soup by boiling kelp, shiitake
mushrooms and three types of
dried bonito. Because he works
so hard, he can only serve forty
dishes a day and the soba is sold
out as early as three o’clock in
the afternoon.
Chowdhury says, “I cannot
degrade the quality of soba for
the regulars who have come to
my shop for many years. People
in Zushi are kind and warmhearted. When I reopened my
shop in Zushi and renovated it,
the regulars helped me.”
Chowdhury’s soba has matured
alongside the locals of Zushi who
recognize and support it. Chowdhury continues to pursue delicious soba and will turn his millstone again today.
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SMEs OVERSEAS
Excel is currently being test-constructed
on highways in twenty-five provinces of
Cambodia.
Courtesy of IKEE Co., Ltd.

New
Roads for
Cambodia

A Japanese small and medium-sized enterprise
(SME)’s road pavement technology and expertise is
contributing to the development of safer roads in
Cambodia with a minimized environmental impact.

KUMIKO SATO

I

KEE Co., Ltd. is headquartered in Matsuyama
City, Ehime Prefecture, and its main business is
road pavement construction. The company and
nine affiliated group companies that engage in
the manufacture and sales of construction materials and the construction of buildings have a total
of 300 employees. They say that they are “the specialists on township infrastructure,” and the entire
group engages in construction-related business
that is closely linked with the local areas. In 2016,
this company group established a new local company in Cambodia.
In Cambodia, there are areas where there are still
landmines that were buried in the 1980s during the
civil war. Because a Japanese man who engages in
landmine removal was from Ehime Prefecture and
happened to be an acquaintance of the President of
IKEE, the company started accepting young Cambodians as trainees a few years ago.
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Masaaki Okamoto of the Overseas Department
of IKEE says, “We have heard from the trainees that
road pavement repair is currently a significant issue
in Cambodia. Because we have the proper technologies, we decided to introduce them to Cambodia. We
applied to the project of Support for Japanese SMEs
Overseas Business Development of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA).”
In response to JICA’s adoption of the initiative,
IKEE started a local feasibility survey in 2014. In Cambodia, the traffic has become heavier due to rapid
economic
development.
In
this
situation,
many
vehicles are
overloaded,
which places
serious burdens
on
paved roads.
There
are
numerous
Masaaki Okamoto of the
Overseas Department of IKEE
accidents
PHOTO: KUMIKO SATO
because

Packing Excel at IKEE’s repair material-manufacturing facility in Cambodia (left). Road holes (middle) can be easily repaired
using Excel cold mix asphalt (right).
Courtesy of IKEE Co., Ltd.

drivers snake through the streets to avoid holes in
the roads and drive dangerously, such as by braking abruptly. In Cambodia, to repair these holes,
regardless of whether they are small or large, people traditionally repaved the roads by enlarging the
road holes so that machines could be used. These
repairs take a long time, and it is difficult to stop the
traffic for so long. In addition, if rainwater accumulates in the holes, the usual repair work cannot be
conducted. In Cambodia, which has a tropical monsoon climate, if the holes are left as they are during
the rainy season, there is also a problem that they
become larger and larger.
To address this situation, IKEE test-constructed
its own all-weather pavement repair material Excel,
a cold mix asphalt, under the direction of the Cambodian Ministry of Public Works and Transport
(MPWT). Excel uses asphalt to which a special additive is added. Its main characteristic is that it hardens
if pressure is applied to it. If there is a hole of up to
one meter in diameter, it can finish the process being
covered by applying Excel and stepping on it. As
vehicles drive over it, the pressure helps strengthen
the repaired parts. Even without using a special
machine tool, it is possible to achieve extremely
durable repairs. In addition, unlike standard asphalt,
which hardens through the volatilization of oil that is
added, Excel can be used even if there is rainfall and
puddles. It is not necessary to apply heat with a gas
burner when the construction work is finished. Regular follow-up surveys are conducted for roads for
which Excel was test-constructed. The condition of
the roads is very good, even in the rainy season.
In February 2016, IKEE was adopted for a verification survey of JICA, and IKEE established a local
company in Cambodia as the base for future business.

Excel is currently being test-constructed on highways in twenty-five provinces that are supervised by
MPWT. IKEE’s repair material-manufacturing facility
was transferred to MPWT through JICA, and MPWT’s
operation will begin when the survey is completed.
With a focus on the increased demand for road repairs
in the future, IKEE plans to make provision by establishing its own local factories. If this occurs, IKEE will
be able to reduce the prices of repair materials, which
is an immediate issue.
JICA’s verification survey is scheduled to be completed in March 2018. However, MPWT is asking IKEE
for technical cooperation in the future.
Okamoto says, “We have heard that because
there are still numerous earth roads in the Cambodian countryside, people fall off their motorcycles at
night. We can apply our originally developed roadbed treatment method for simple pavements.”
Fundamentally speaking, roadbed treatment is a
method of stabilizing the foundations of the pavement. But IKEE’s method can facilitate sufficient
strength and durability by using special emulsified
asphalt and cement. For a significant advantage,
because IKEE’s method is about raking in earth
and gravel using an original heavy machine tool
and reusing them as material, it does not need new
crushed stones.
Okamoto says, “In Cambodia, including its capital Phnom Penh, neighboring mountains were cut to
build paved roads in the past. Our method enables
the mountains to be preserved.”
Safe roads can contribute to achieving safe traffic,
improved distribution and further economic development. To expand the number of safe roads in Cambodia, there are increasing expectations for IKEE’s technologies with a smaller environmental load.
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WASHOKU

O-zoni: An

Unpretentious
Delicacy

A serving of
o-zoni soup,
accompanied by
turnip pickles
and burdock,
at Onigiri Cafe
Risaku in Tokyo

Introducing Japan’s soup of the New Year.

ROB GILHOOLY

Onigiri Cafe Risaku
owner and chef
Shigeaki Yoshie
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-ZONI — it’s no-frills cuisine at its finest.
Chicken, steamed naganegi leeks, carrots,
sato-imo (taro) and other vegetables are
cooked in a scented broth, then poured into a
lacquerware bowl and topped with grilled mochi rice cakes,
komatsuna (mustard spinach) and a sprinkling of peel from
the yuzu citrus fruit.
And that’s it.
O-zoni, served today with some burdock and turnip pickles by Shigeaki Yoshie, owner and chef at Onigiri Cafe Risaku
in Tokyo, is one of Japan’s most unpretentiously delectable
dishes. It’s also one of Japan’s oldest and most symbolic.
O-zoni is known as a healthy repast, but for most
Japanese it’s a once-a-year delicacy that’s served over the
New Year holidays.
Invariably it’s enjoyed alongside o-sechi ryori cuisine, a
colorful array of painstakingly prepared dishes made over
several days from preserved ingredients that are placed in
stacked lacquer boxes called jubako.
Traditionally the idea is that they will last throughout
the holiday period and thus give those charged with meal
preparation a well-deserved break from incessant cooking
and washing.
“For Japanese the words ‘o-zoni’ and ‘o-sechi’ are inextricably linked with New Year,” says Yoshie, as he grills the

Video by Satoshi Tanaka

Grilling the mochi rice cakes

“Uonuma Kogane” mochi, a prized rice cake variety from Niigata Prefecture, which bubbles and pops
over the open flame like self-activating chewing gum.
“When it comes to o-zoni, each region has its own variations, but the essence and meaning are universal.”
The origins of o-zoni are uncertain, with some theories suggesting it has its roots in so-called yusokuryori, a Kyoto court cuisine enjoyed by nobility in the
Heian period (794–1185).
Another theory suggests it was concocted from the
foodstuffs that for at least as long have been offered
at Buddhist altars on certain festival days during the
year, including New Year.
Traditionally these foodstuffs would comprise produce that could be harvested locally, according to Yoshie.
It is thought that this naturally led to the kinds of
regional variations that are still in evidence today. The
most notable differences can be found in the shape
of the mochi and the types of soup used in Kanto, a
region centered around Tokyo, and Kansai, which
includes Osaka and Japan’s ancient capital, Kyoto.
While the former variety employs a soy sauce base
and rectangular rice cakes, the latter uses white miso
paste for the soup and an oval mochi varietal.
According to Yoshie, a possible explanation for the
different mochi shapes is that traditionally the rice
cakes have been molded in a round shape by hand and
then placed on the altar along with other oval-shaped
offerings, such as mikan oranges. The flat, rectangular
kiri-mochi (literally, cut mochi) meanwhile are easier
to mass produce, explaining their popularity in the
densely populated Kanto region, Yoshie adds.
The other ingredients, meanwhile, are more
closely connected with a timeless observation of the
seasons and immediate living environment.
“Each region’s o-zoni has its own characteristics

Garnishing the o-zoni soup
with komatsuna mustard
spinach and thin strands of
yuzu zest

that reflect Japanese people’s longstanding ability to
make use of local produce,” says Yoshie. “For example, in coastal communities, where chicken is less
readily available, they use fish such as sea bream.”
The o-zoni variety found at Risaku, which includes
o-zoni on its yearend menu by popular demand, is a
kind of hybrid, reflecting the melting pot of regional
cultures that can be found in the capital.
The soup is made from bonito and kelp broth to
which Japanese sake, soy sauce, salt and mirin — a type
of sweet sake used in cooking — is added. Like the mochi
rice cakes, the chicken is carefully selected, with Yoshie
ordering a succulent free-range variety known as “Daisen
jidori” directly from a supplier in Tottori Prefecture.
Another commonly used ingredient is a variety
of kamaboko (steamed fish paste) called “aka (red)
kamaboko,” which usually comes in semi-cylindrical,
gelatinized rolls with a “red” (actually pink) outer
layer — pink, and red, being auspicious colors in
Japan, particularly at New Year.
According to Yoshie, rather like Christmas dinners
in the West, some of the components of o-sechi ryori
are an acquired taste.
“O-zoni, however, is known as a dish that suits all
tastes,” he says. “It is a simple, but sumptuous taste
of New Year.”

O-zoni ingredients clockwise from top: komatsuna mustard
spinach, turnip, sato-imo (taro), carrot, chicken, yuzu,
kamaboko steamed fish paste and, center, mochi rice cakes

Photos by Rob Gilhooly
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NATIONAL PARKS

In the Foothills of

Mount Fuji viewed over
Aokigahara-Jukai Forest

Mount Fuji

With its beautiful and varied natural landscapes
dominated in all areas by Mount Fuji, the FujiHakone-Izu National Park makes for a spectacular pleasure trip all year round.

Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park

KENTARO SANO

F

uji-Hakone-Izu National Park is a national
park that straddles Tokyo, Kanagawa Prefecture, Yamanashi Prefecture and Shizuoka
Prefecture. This national park consists of
four areas: the Mount Fuji area, which is centered on
Mount Fuji, which was designated as a World Heritage site in 2013 and includes lakes, ponds and highlands; the Hakone area, which originated as a post
station along the Tokaido road and has long been
known as a hot spring area; the Izu Peninsula area
featuring the Amagi Mountain Range and richly varied coastlines and hot spring resorts closely associated with literature and intellectuals, including The
Dancing Girl of Izu by Yasunari Kawabata, a Nobel
laureate; and the Izu Islands area that is made up of
volcanic islands on the sea, including islands with
volcanoes that are still active. According to a survey conducted by the Ministry of the Environment,
of about 5.5 million foreign visitors to national
parks around the country in 2016, more than
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Oshino-Hakkai spring

Video by Satoshi Tanaka

half, or 2,577,000
people, visited
Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park.
It can be said
that the symbol
of Fuji-HakoneIzu National Park
is Mount Fuji,
which is located
to the north of
the entire park and is the highest mountain in Japan.
Mount Fuji, which is an active volcano, reaches 3,776
meters above sea level, and at the foot of the mountain is a broadleaf deciduous forest. Toward the
summit of the mountain are an evergreen coniferous forest and a volcanic wilderness. Mount Fuji has
been worshipped as a sacred mountain since the Edo
period (1603–1867). Its well-balanced foot is wide,
and ukiyo-e artists drew it repeatedly. For example,
The Great Wave off Kanagawa by Katsushika Hokusai
(1760–1849), who is world famous, is one of a series
of “Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji” whose motif is
Mount Fuji.
At the northwestern foot of Mount Fuji stretches
Aokigahara-Jukai Forest, which spans about 30
square kilometers as a result of lava flow and volcanic activity that occurred about 1,200 years ago. This
volcanic activity formed the Fuji Five Lakes (Lake
Yamanaka, Lake Kawaguchi, Lake Saiko, Lake Shojiko
and Lake Motosuko).
Lake Kawaguchi, which is one of the Fuji Five
Lakes, features “upside-down Mt. Fuji” on its surface and it is a popular beautiful spot for photographing Mount Fuji. Junichiro Tanizaki (1886–
1965), a great twentieth-century novelist, finished
writing his masterpiece Sasameyuki (The Makioka
Sisters) while staying at an inn at the foot of Lake
Kawaguchi. A monument that stands beside the lake
is inscribed with a passage in Tanizaki’s own handwriting from Sasameyuki.
To the southeast of Lake Kawaguchi is OshinoHakkai, which is popular due to its beautiful view
of Mount Fuji and mysterious water landscape.

Photos by Satoshi Tanaka

Oshino-Hakkai is
a spring sourced
from riverbed
water from Mount
Fuji. It features
pure water that
was sourced as a
result of Mount
Fuji’s snow water
being filtered
The hot spring resort of Hakone Yumoto
through underground lava for
about twenty years. The transparent water, the
shadows of fish swimming through the water weeds
in the stream and the view of Mount Fuji comprise a
superb landscape.
Lake Yamanaka, which is located east of OshinoHakkai, has the highest surface of all the Fuji Five
Lakes and is also the largest in terms of the area of
its surface. Lake Yamanaka is popular as a sacred
place where visitors can enjoy Diamond Fuji: the
spectacle of the sun shining on the top of Mt. Fuji
at sunset. Diamond Fuji can also be enjoyed from
other neighboring spots, but it can be observed from
Lake Yamanaka for about four and a half months
from fall to winter, and many people visit the lake
during this time.
To the south of Lake Yamanaka, a range of volcanic land forms and volcanic output can be viewed.
There is the Hakone area, which is known as “the
Volcano Museum.” This area is rich in unique landscapes as a volcanic area and has numerous hot
springs. A great variety of landscapes can be enjoyed
there, including Lake Ashinoko, a dammed lake that
was formed as a result of eruptions about 3,000 years
ago, Ohwakudani, where fumarolic gas phenomena
are still observed, and Sengokuhara, which is known
for its marshes and beautiful Japanese pampas grass
field. There are numerous golf courses throughout
the Hakone area; art museums and museums are also
concentrated in this area, and there are many opportunities for enjoying oneself.
A significant characteristic of Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park is the fact that people who visit the area
can find their own enjoyment all year round.
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The paper window
glows white with sunshine
a fukujuso

THE
FLOWERS
SPOT-CHECK
OF JAPAN

Haiku by Nagai Kafu;
translated by Robin D. Gill

Adonis
Fu k u j u s o

I

n this haiku by Nagai Kafu (1879–1959), the author describes a shoji paper window filtering sunlight into an
unfamiliar room, drawing attention to a potted and artistically positioned fukujuso plant in bloom. Written
with the Chinese characters for “fortune,” “long life” and “grass,” the fukujuso blossoms in the first weeks of
February—the New Year according to the old Japanese calendar—and the plant’s parabolic golden flowers are
thus both a symbol of wealth and a haiku “season word” for the New Year. As such, fukujuso flowers make for an
auspicious feature of traditional tokonoma alcove displays, the artifice of which Nagai makes the subject of this
cold, calculated still life.
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